ghostly flames in lambent blue resting on their graves were again
gently swaying and nodding assent. Silence for a time, but gently as ever,
timed with the breeze in the trees, the gentle swaying to and fro, to and
fro, went on.
The nearest shade, the one in shimmering silver, now whispered,
'When gentle breezes fan your cheek or stir your hair, my son, it may
be the gentle touch, the caress of those whom you love but have lost on
earth, those who still love you in heaven . . . their caress may be upon
your head/
Olgivanna: Oh! Oh! Oh! this spiritualistic thing! Frank, how can you?
The dusk deepening to dark the breezes now dying down. Again
silence. . . .
(Now sweet-sixteeri) lovanna: Why, Daddy, that is something I might have
written, but not you. It's not like you at all. Please don't.
But an author is desperately determined.
Listen, World. . .
The evergreens were now hard to see, gently stirring still, faintly sigh-
ing as before—but the sighing and whispering grew more indistinct..,
'When you live most, then we come. . . .' The shades still slowly bent
their heads and still were swaying assent.
Oh, Daddy—Daddy! That swaying business—it's just awful. awful!
can't you seeP
Listen . . .
The silver shade gently lifted the semblance of a beloved venerable
head, eyes hidden deep in shadow as, more faintly than ever, now that
the breeze was dying, scarcely audible whispered . « . 'You will know
what your beloved want you to know, my son, if you turn to look at the
symbol on the chapel gate.'
For heaven's sake, Frank! Do wake up! This is the end. I won't listen to
another word. How awful!
Nearly done.
Listen ...
The breeze now barely stirring the sombre evergreens, the shades are
wreathing downwards into their own graves, each swaying gently and as
they grew to resemble the family ones so long beloved, so now as slowly
surely sinking, wreathing away ... vanishing as dew vanishes from the
grass into nightly mist. As, utterly, all was still-
A lurid howl from Baby Brandoch, hitherto peacefully playing on the floor.
Svetlana rushes to pick him up: Gosh, 'Daddy Frank, what are you up to?
If it's all like the little I overheard—well, I just don't see how Mother and
lovanna stand it.
Listen, all of you! The idea at least is good. . , *
It is now dark, the wind so dreaded by ghostly shades was rising as the
moon arose. I got up and went out by the way I came in. Wondering still
and remembering I looked back at the gate. There it was in stone ,. *
Truth Against the World, the revered, ancient Druid symbol old Timothy
had carved there on the gatepost for the Lloyd-Joneses, those whose
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